
VOGA Vodka is the result of two years of research 
carried out with an Internationally acclaimed 
Italian master distiller with the objective to create 
a premium Vodka that could represent Italy 
globally.  After 78 small trial batches we came up 
with what we think is Italy’s finest Vodka. 

What is Italy known for worldwide? Pasta, Pizza, 
Bread... wheat!

VOGA Vodka is the all Italian Premium Vodka 
crafted from the finest Italian wheat from the south 
of Italy. There are different pure alcohol levels and 
they are distinguished from the quality of the 
component that is distilled. So the finer the wheat 
the higher the purity levels of the alcohol. 
Did you know the first sensation on the tip of your 
tongue when you drink a fine pure alcohol? 
Surprisingly you get a sweet sensation.

The second most important component for making 
vodka is water. The water used in VOGA Vodka is 
the lightest and softest not only in Italy but in 
Europe, and it comes from the springs of Monte 
Rosa on the Italian Alps at 4600 mt. This water is 
known for the small concentration of salts and the 
absolute lack of heavy metals. 

Still, not fully satisfied, we took one step forward 
and decided to filter it through Nebbiolo grapes 
(the king of red wines, Barolo).

5 times distilled and, given the purity of our Vodka, 
only 2 times filtered



www.vogavodka.com
#vogavodka  #drinkinstyle

Tasting Notes
Nose: refined and smooth
Taste: smooth and enriched by the natural character 
of Nebbiolo grapes
The Finish: balanced, sweet and delicate aftertaste
Alcohol: 40% by Vol.

Available in 1 Liter size
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Product Specs
Product Code: VVOD102/XX
Brand: VOGA Italia
Description: VOGA VODKA
% Alcohol: 40%
Unit Size: 1 Liter
UPC: 857660004509
SCC: 10857660004506
TTB ID: 16322001000050
NABCA Code: 255-36632-10
Case Pack: 6
Case Dimensions (LxWxH): 26.2 x 17.4 x 34.7 cm
Case Weight: 12.3 kg
Cases/Pallet: 80
Cases/Layer: 20
Layers/Pallet: 4


